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I.  

II. Exodus 29:42-46   

A. 5 Phases of Dwelling with God (Abiding where He is): 

1. Enter - The Door 

2. Engage - The Meeting 

3. Encounter - The Glory 

4. Evacuate - The Consecrating 

5. Endure - The Dwelling 

III. Ex 29:45-46 Phase 5 - Endure - Dwell to know  

A. Dwell - shâkan - To inhabit, live in, abide or rest in; remain, camp, make a home 

B. Among - tâvek - To sever; bisect, in the middle or center, at the core 

C. Know - yâdaʿ - Reveal; something known through instruction and experience  

1. Revelation 21:3 (NKJV) - He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people 

IV. Heb 6:9-15  

A. Diligence - spŏudē - to be eager to do something, with the implication of readiness to 

expend energy and effort 

B. Full assurance - plērŏphŏria - Entire confidence, completely certain of the truth of 

something 

C. Hope - ĕlpis - Expectation, look forward with confidence 

D. Sluggish - nōthrŏs - Lazy, slow to be involved 

E. Imitate - mimētēs - Mimic or follower 

F. Patience - makrŏthumia - a state of emotional calm in the face of provocation or misfortune 

and without complaint or irritation 

G. Inherit - klērŏnŏmĕō - To be an heir, to receive something of considerable value which has 

not been earned—to receive, to be given, to gain possession of 

H. Promises - ĕpaggĕlia - To pronounce upon, declare; Something that was promised to 

someone, agreement 

I. Patiently endured - makrŏthumĕō - Long spirited, patient in the midst of difficulty and 

opposition 

J. Obtained - ĕpitugchanō - To acquire or experience what is sought after 

V. Heb 10:35-39   

A. Cast away - apŏballō - To throw off, to cause a state to cease by force and with the 

implication of elimination—to remove, to drive out, to do away with 

B. Confidence - parrhēsia - State of boldness and assurance; courage 

C. Reward - misthapodosia - A payment of wages or reward of what is earned good or bad 

D. Endurance - hupŏmŏnē - Steadfastness, Hopeful expectation, constancy; The power to 

withstand hardship or stress; especially the inward fortitude necessary 
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1. 2 Timothy 2:3 (NKJV) - Endure hardship as a good soldier of Jesus Christ 

2. 2 Timothy 4:5 (NKJV) - Endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist 

3. Phil 1:28 AMP 28 And do not [for a moment] be frightened or intimidated in anything by 

your opponents and adversaries, for such [constancy and fearlessness] will be a clear 

sign (proof and seal) to them of [their impending] destruction, but [a sure token and 

evidence] of your deliverance and salvation, and that from God. 

E. Receive - kŏmizō - Experience or carry off in return 

F. Promise - epaggelia - To pronounce upon, declare; Something that was promised to 

someone, agreement 

G. The just shall live by faith - Phrase used 5 times in scripture: 

1. Hab 2:4, Rom 1:17, Gal 2:20, Gal 3:11, Heb 10:38 

2. Just - dikaios - Right, pertaining to being in a right relationship with God 

3. Live - zao - To live, behave or conduct oneself with the manner specified by the context 

4. Faith - pistis - To be persuaded, convinced or certain of something so that your actions 

correspond with what you believe 

H. Draws back - hupostello - To shrink back, be timid, give up, to stop doing something of 

positive value because of fear or adverse circumstances 

I. No pleasure - eudokeo - To be pleased with or take pleasure in something; think that it is 

good or preferable 

J. Draw back - hupostello - Who shrink back, are timid, give up; stop doing something of 

positive value because of fear or adverse circumstances 

K. Perdition - apoleia - Actions or inactions demonstrating complete waste for the value of 

something; waste or ruin 

L. Believe - pistis - To be persuaded, convinced or certain of something so that your actions 

correspond with what you believe 

M. Saving - peripoiesis - To possess and experience a state all the way around which has 

been acquired; Acquisition, possession and preservation 

VI. Eph 2:22 - Dwelling Place of God in the Spirit 

A. Strangers - xĕnŏs - Out of place, does not speak the native language 

B. Foreigners - parŏikŏs - One who lives in a place without the right of citizenship 

C. Fellow Citizens - sumpŏlitēs - One who belongs as an official member 

D. Dwelling Place - katŏikētēriŏn - Habitation; place where one resides or abides 
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